BASF pea herbicides offer you even more choices in 2006. The current pea herbicide portfolio of proven weed-control products – ODYSSEY® and PURSUIT ULTRA® – now offers two new herbicide choices: ODYSSEY DLX and SOLO™. Only you know the specific needs of your operation. And now, more than ever, there’s a BASF herbicide that’ll help you meet them.

Herbicide options at a glance

BASF pea herbicides offer you a greater choice in weed control. The following summary chart shows the key differences among these herbicides to help you make the best choice for your fields.

Who: Growers who seek to get the highest possible yields by using a herbicide with just the right amount of residual control to manage tenacious multiple-flushing weeds.

Where: Anywhere that peas face a broad-spectrum weed challenge from broadleaf and grassy weeds.

Why: ODYSSEY controls multiple-flushing weeds in a single pass. Because it remains active in the soil, it delivers the residual control necessary to protect your peas from chickweed, cleavers, redroot pigweed and more – along with broad-spectrum control of grasses. Apply it early and you’ll keep tough weeds in check during the critical weed-free period, helping you maximize pea yields.

Who: For pea growers who consider wild oats to be a priority, ODYSSEY DLX delivers unsurpassed control of grassy weeds plus extended control of tough flushing broadleaf weeds.

Where: Anywhere that peas face a broad-spectrum weed challenge from broadleaf and grassy weeds.

Why: ODYSSEY DLX combines two modes of action on grasses to deliver unsurpassed grassy weed control while optimizing your resistance management. And because it’s built on the same proven chemistry as ODYSSEY, it delivers extended control of tough broadleaf weeds, including flushing weeds and volunteer CLEARFIELD® wheat.
Who: Growers who need a combination of dependable grass control and the most extensive control of flushing weeds available for their peas.

Where: Optimized to control weeds in the black soil zone.

Why: PURSUIT ULTRA combines two products in one convenient package, giving you the grass control of POAST ULTRA and the extended flushing-weed control of PURSUIT.

Who: Growers who want the solid weed control they need to grow a great pea crop, as well as more follow-crop flexibility.

Where: Fields where pressure from multiple-flushing weeds is less intense. This formulation also offers reliable control of tough annual grassy weeds, including wild oats and volunteer cereals.

Why: SOLO is the herbicide that gives you the weed control you need this year with the flexibility to grow what you want next year. Compared to other pea herbicides, it provides the most reliable control of tough grassy weeds while controlling selected broadleaf weeds as well. SOLO should not be used where there are heavy infestations of cleavers or wild buckwheat.

For more information on pea herbicides, call AgSolutions® by BASF at 1-877-371-BASF (2273) or visit our website at www.agsolutions.ca
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